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1. Foreword
I am pleased to introduce the latest annual report
for the Newcastle Fund, which provides
information on grants provided by Newcastle City
Council to voluntary and community sector
organisations during the financial year 2018-19.

Councillor Joyce McCarty
Deputy Leader of the Council

In producing this report, we have sought to
provide an overview of investment, as well as
showcase the projects funded and the difference
they have made with and for residents and
communities in Newcastle.

There are many and varied ways that projects receiving a Newcastle Fund grant
help to build community and individual resilience and improve wellbeing and health.
For example, through community projects, providing safe places to meet, initiatives
that encourage inclusive activity, and local action that allows residents to take pride
in the place they live.
I continue to be inspired by the innovative and different ways that projects help
people, communities and organisations connect across Newcastle, bringing people
together and nurturing the strengths and resources of those that live, volunteer and
work in the city.
Austerity, and the disproportionate cuts that the Council has faced over the last
decade, means we must continue to work in different and collaborative ways with
our voluntary and community sector partners for lasting impact. Over the next year,
we will continue our ongoing efforts to ensure that funding is prioritised in ways that
reflect our values of justice, social value and fairness.
We want to continue to improve the information we share about what we grant fund
and the outcomes achieved. This year’s report has included mapping individual
project outcomes across 11 outcome categories to link individual project outcomes
with the Council’s wider framework for Social Value impact. We have built on this
approach in our 2019/120 monitoring arrangements which will put us in good stead
for next year’s annual report. We will also continue to explore how we can work
more closely with other funders to maximise the effectiveness of our funding.
Joyce McCarty
Deputy Leader of the Council
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2. Aims of the Newcastle Fund
The Newcastle Fund is the Council’s primary grant giving programme. The Fund was
introduced in 2011 and provides funding to voluntary and community sector (VCS)
organisations based in the city for specific project running costs or core costs.

Statement of Core Purpose
The Newcastle Fund exists to support the voluntary and community sector to
harness the energy and assets that exist in our communities and unlock (often
untapped) potential to improve wellbeing and reduce inequalities.
By assets we mean “any factor or resource which enhances the ability of individuals,
communities and populations to maintain and sustain health and wellbeing. These assets
can operate at the level of the individual, family or community as protective and promoting
factors to buffer against life’s stresses.” Source: Morgan, 2009 cited in I&DeA, 2010

Key priority outcomes
Through the core purpose, the Newcastle Fund supports VCS organisations to use the
skills, local knowledge and expertise of individuals and communities to make positive and
lasting changes across three priority outcome areas
Graphic 1: Newcastle Fund Priorities
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Asset based ways of working
The Newcastle Fund can support VCS organisations to recognise and develop the unique
talents of their residents and communities, harnessing the power of their assets to make the
biggest impact. This ‘asset-based’ approach engages VCS organisations to share skills and
knowledge through practical partnership to:
 Meet needs whilst nurturing the strengths and resources of people and communities
 Enhance protective factors that support wellbeing, health and the coping abilities of
individuals and communities even when faced with adverse life circumstances
 Unite people and communities to use their knowledge, skills and lived experience for
positive change
 Liberate, link and share resources and assets to connect people and communities
 Creating conditions for communities to do things for themselves, supporting people so
they can get help when they need it

3. How we measure the difference projects make
Measuring outcomes and impact helps us to understand the difference that projects make.
It can also help us learn from and improve what we do.
The Newcastle Fund’s three priority outcomes are broad in order to encompass the
diversity of VCS activity in the City. We recognise that there are many and varied ways to
achieve these. We therefore ask VCS organisations to consider how their own activity can
contribute to our priority outcomes and encourage them to identify the ways their project will
impact on the people it serves. This is because funding provided under our grant giving
arrangements, as distinct from contracting, is a gift of funds for a purpose specified by the
grant recipient themselves. The specified activities to be undertaken, and the specific
project outcomes to be achieved, are therefore defined by the recipient, rather than by the
Council.
As well as understanding individual project outcomes and impact, we also want to
understand the collective impact of Newcastle Fund investment. In producing this annual
report, we have therefore considered how individual project outcomes support the Council’s
wider commitment to Social Value in Newcastle. To help us, we have linked individual
project outcomes to 11 outcome category areas. You can read more about how projects
have contributed to these 11 outcome category areas in section 6.
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Graphic 2: Newcastle Fund Outcome Categories

Monitoring frequency
Every project we fund is required to submit performance information relating to the outputs
and outcomes defined in its application – the frequency of submission is determined by the
level of funding received by the project. In 2017-2018, we adjusted monitoring thresholds to
more proportionately balance risk against reporting burdens on grant recipients.

Graphic 3: Performance Monitoring Frequency

Projects supporting vulnerable adults and/or children are also subject to
additional monitoring during the life of the project to undertake a more
detailed assessment in relation to safeguarding and health and safety
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4. Headlines from our funding in 2018-19
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Additional funding for VCS activity
In addition to the £929,905 awarded to projects, £534k from the Newcastle Fund was ring
fenced in 2018-19 to support VCS activity in the following areas:





Domestic violence and abuse
VCS related infrastructure
General advice services delivered by the VCS in the community
Large community events in the city

Community events
Newcastle Fund ring-fenced monies were made available in 2018-19 to enable continued
investment in large-scale community events. These included Pride, Chinese New Year and
Newcastle Asian Arts and Music festival. These events strengthen community resilience in
the city by breaking down social barriers and bringing communities together. The events
attracted attendees from a broad demographic range, reflecting the diversity that exists in
our communities. The popularity and success of these events generate increased economic
benefits to the City through visitor numbers and local spend.

Credits: Photographs provided by Newcastle Asian Arts and Music
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5. Where did the funding go?
In 2018/19, The Newcastle Fund supported 18,262 beneficiaries,
including 16,500 Newcastle residents

Funding went to 38 projects across Newcastle
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A total of £929,905 was awarded

The map above shows the amount of funding going to each ward based on the value of
each award and the proportion of beneficiaries in the ward. For example, if a £10,000
project had a total of 200 beneficiaries of which 20 were in Elswick ward, this would be
shown as 20/200 x £10,000 = £1,000 going to Elswick ward.

Grants by organisational size based on number of employees

77% of funding
awarded was for
Micro and Small
organisations in
2018/19, based
on number of
employees.

October 2019
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6. Making a difference: Newcastle Fund projects
Building Community Resilience
Outcome

Creating a stronger sense of community

Number of projects delivering
this outcome

Number of times this outcome
is indicated by projects

13

17

Developing a better place to live

8

14

Developing untapped strengths and skills in local
people

2

2

In addition, the ‘Supporting the cultural vibrancy of Newcastle’ outcome was supported by
four organisations which received ring fenced funding for community events.

Improving Individual Resilience
Outcome

Number of projects delivering
this outcome

Number of times this outcome
is indicated by projects

Improving skills for local people

23

29

People are more connected to their
communities

16

18

Improving employability for local people

13

21

4

8

Vulnerable people helped to live independently

Improving Wellbeing and Health
Outcome

Improving people’s understanding and control
over their own health and wellbeing

Number of projects delivering
this outcome

Number of times this outcome
is indicated by projects

25

43

Improving access to the foundations for a stable
life

7

8

Enabling young people to have a good start in life

4

5
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6.1 Building Community Resilience

6 projects

£136,170 in
funding

1,141
beneficiaries

Organisation Project name Project description
Better Days

Better Days

1,127
Newcastle
residents

How has this project helped
Newcastle residents?

Lead organisation for the
“People with learning
Safe Places scheme
disabilities comment that they
whilst also providing
feel a lot more comfortable
stimulating healthy & fun coming into Newcastle knowing
activities for adults with
that they can always find a
learning disabilities
Safe Place if they get
distressed in anyway.”

Groundwork Byker Old
South
Town Project
Tyneside and
Newcastle

Piloting integration of
“Feedback from those taking
VCS activity into public
part is that they have
service delivery models
experienced an increase in
in Byker Old town,
confidence, especially from the
creating efficiencies and
environmental and familybenefits for residents
based activities. Training
opportunities for local residents
has increased and places are
being taken up quickly.”

Opening
Doors
NewcastleGateshead
CIC

Improving local people's
“The hands-on face to face
employability, wellbeing delivery has proved successful
and confidence through in enabling reluctant learners to
varied workplace
access training they would not
volunteering
otherwise receive.”
opportunities at St
Martin's Centre in Byker

Community
Assets – The
Next
Generation.

Riverside
Neighbourhood To improve community
“Many people who attend Time
Community
Community
cohesion in North
to Talk group and those in the
Health Project Cohesion
Benwell and High Cross
wider community suffer from
Project
mental health problems. Those
who attended the anxiety
workshops expressed how
relaxed they felt afterwards and
said that the coping strategies
and information they learned
would be useful.”
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Organisation Project name Project description
Throckley
Community
Hall Limited

Active
Throckley
Together

To fund 3 years of
development work and
priorities of Throckley
Community Hall

Time
Exchange

Community
Support and
time bank and development of an
drop-in centre established time bank
and drop-in centre

How has this project helped
Newcastle residents?
“Encourages local residents to
attend activities run by the hall
and creates a community/social
hub for them to use on a daily
basis.”
“264 exchanges helping
residents with shopping, car
lifts, cooking, cleaning, repairs,
hospital escorts, practical
support and daily errands.”

Case Study: Better Days project
“This funding has enabled Better Days to support adults with a learning disability in
various activities. We have had representation at conferences including Hate Crime,
Mortality Reviews for people who have a learning disability and workshops in Leeds
about supporting people who have learning disabilities and mental health issues. We
continue to work in partnership with Vamos! participating in the Mardi Gras Carnival,
Creative Spaces and their music workshops, Recyke Y’ Bike’s monthly
cycle maintenance workshops and The Cycle Hub’s maintenance and storage of our
adapted bikes.”
“We run weekly cycling sessions, monthly activity days which incorporate Indoor golf
and tennis and provide weekly volunteers who tidy the Exhibition park. Our gardening
project has tidied 9 gardens for people who are not able to do it for themselves. 9 of our
members are also supported weekly to attend the Special Olympics. Having access to
these activities vastly improves the mental and physical wellbeing of our members and
thus improves their lives. While the physical and mental health of people with a learning
disability is extremely important, being able to access these opportunities safely is also
essential. To this end we continue to lead on the Safe Places scheme in Newcastle.”
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6.2 Improving individual resilience

18 projects

£454,653 in
funding

Organisation Project name

8,827
beneficiaries

Project description

Beacon Hill
Arts CIC

Viewfinder Plus Adults with learning
disabilities and autism
will develop digital skills
and apply them to
creative volunteering
opportunities with
charitable
organisations

Blakelaw
Ward
Community
Partnership

Realising the
Potential of our
Community’s
Assets

8,286
Newcastle
residents

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?
“A majority of participants in our
talent development surgeries
thought that the project was
making them 'feel more positive
about participating in their
community'”

Local people will set up
“This support has been
community enterprises fundamental in supporting the new
to fill local service gaps enterprises with their budgeting
and realise the
and accounting procedures,
potential of our
sharing good practice.”
community’s assets

Caring Hands Better Daily
Charity
Living,
Wellbeing,
Advice and
Advocacy

Support for older and
physically disabled
people to
retain/increase
independence and
quality of life

Children
North East

WHOOPS!
Home and
Community
Safety Volunteer
Project

Safe at home scheme “Feedback from parents has been
which targets families
positive with all stating that they
in disadvantaged areas
feel more positive about
of Newcastle to
responding to childhood accidents
improve home and
and are more aware of risk.”
community safety
preventing accidents

Children
North East

CAN (Confident Provide tailored 1:1
Adults community-based peer
Newcastle)
support for vulnerable
young adults aged
18-25 with mental
health issues

October 2019

“Feedback is positive and 5 stars
rating achieved. Individuals feel
more able to manage at home with
our help.”

“From the mentor feedback post
training, 100% of the volunteers
felt that they had acquired new
skills such as communication,
listening and problem solving.
100% of the volunteers felt that
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Organisation Project name

Project description

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?
their own lifestyle, health and
wellbeing opportunities have
improved. 100% of the volunteers
now believe that they have more to
offer than they originally thought.
100% of the volunteers feel that
they are able to support young
people to overcome their
difficulties and be more work
ready.”

Deaflink North Deaflink
East
Connects

Helping deaf people
access their rights and
responsibilities and
reduce isolation and
develop their life skills

Denton Youth Strengthening
& Community community
Project Ltd.
participation

To build and increase “[In 2018-19], we worked with 482
the community
registered individuals of who 238
participation of
were new to the organisation and
residents of all ages via
70 more than in the previous
a range
twelve-month period.”
of services to address
needs

Food Nation

Peer-led Food
Clubs working
with people in
recovery from
addiction

City-wide peer led food “Of those attending the sessions,
clubs incorporating
the majority of participants
cooking, growing and reported that they would now cook
community street food from scratch in future rather than
events working with
relying upon jars of sauce laden
people in recovery from
with salt and sugar.”
addiction

JET Jobs
Education &
Training

Mentoring and
Workplacement
Programme for
Migrants

To deliver mentoring,
“The most important theme that
mentees, volunteering
has come across with mentoring
and
training has been the reporting of
workplacement
increased confidence. Participants
opportunities for people have also reported a renewed
from ethnic minority
sense of direction in pursuing
backgrounds
fields they enjoy and have
training/skills in. Personal goals
like making friends, meeting like-

October 2019

“The groups provide an
opportunity for people to come
together and in some cases
support each other. For some it is
of benefit to get out of the house
and meet people with similar
issues and to be able to
communicate with each other.”
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Organisation Project name

Project description

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?
minded people and sharing
experiences and insights on
professional and personal issues
have been achieved.”

Newcastle
Chilli Studios
and
Gateshead
Arts Studio
Ltd (known as
Chilli Studios)

Creative wellbeing
“Our volunteer-based opportunities
activity provision with
includes the Studio (with its wide
the aim of building
range of visual offers), musicresilience of vulnerable
based activities, office-based
people with mental
volunteering duties, IT and of
health issues in
course our Cafe Chilli Bizarre.”
Newcastle

Newcastle
Law Centre

Access to
Justice

Providing timely
specialist legal advice
to some of the most
vulnerable residents of
Newcastle upon Tyne

Newcastle
United
Foundation

NE1 Works

Employability
“50 young people have undertaken
intervention that
work placements during this
connects NEET young
programme. This significantly
people to
exceeds the target number set of
employment
30 young people and
opportunities with local demonstrates the commitment of
businesses
employers to support these young
people.”

Newcastle
UXL

Pathways to
Increasing participation
Apprenticeships in learning and
employment among
young people through
improving pathways to
apprenticeships

RHWE Ltd

Newcastle
A locally based service
“Clients often report low selfEnterprise Club for Newcastle residents
confidence in their ability to
providing start-up
develop a business idea… Our
advice, workshops
coaching style guides and coaches
and resources for
each client to raise their selfpeople interested in
esteem and provides reassurance
starting a business

October 2019

“Specialist advice and support
increases the credibility of
applications, reduces errors and
mistakes that often triggers
rejections and refusals. This
reduces stress and anxiety levels
of our vulnerable beneficiaries.”

“The majority of the young people
participating in the project
resided in the most disadvantaged
wards across city and experienced
a range of barriers to successfully
securing an apprenticeship,
employment or further learning
opportunities.”
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Organisation Project name

Project description

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?
that has a positive impact on the
client’s motivation and self-belief.”

Search

Older and Better Advice, information and “The number of attendances at all
together
networks of mutual
Search community activities during
support for older
this period was 1460.”
people in the west of
Newcastle

St Martin's
Centre
Partnership

Community
Connections
Volunteering
Project

Improving local
“The dedicated Volunteer
people's employability, Coordinator provides one-to-one
wellbeing and
support for the volunteers, who
confidence through
often arrive at St Martin's Centre
varied
low in confidence and self-esteem.
workplace volunteering Of the 13 new volunteers in the
opportunities at St
year, six have either gained
Martin's Centre in
employment or are seeking to
Byker
expand their volunteering with
other organisations.”

Success4All
cio

Success4All and
PlayInNewcastle
partnership
delivery of afterschool and
holiday sessions
for children,
youth and
families in 8
areas

Safe Learning and Play “Of the 19 new parents/carers that
environments for 400+
were surveyed this quarter:
children and young
9/19 said that they were able to
people supported
(continue) work while their children
by 200+ local
were at the session…
volunteers and 20
15/19 said they were able to do
qualified project
things they would otherwise not do
workers
with children around…
8/19 said they were able to spend
time on training, study or job
search.”

YoungMinds

Building
resilience for
children and
young people in
Newcastle

Workforce training to
build resilient
communities
supporting the mental
health and
wellbeing of children
and young people in
Newcastle

October 2019

“We know that one of the key
findings from the evaluation data
we have collected so far is that
people have really found value in
the opportunity to share good
practice and learn from other
professionals from across
Newcastle.”
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Case Study
Success4All and PlayInNewcastle partnership delivery of after-school and holiday
sessions for children

“The Newcastle Fund grant enabled us to build better organised and more collaborative
learning environments with better response and delivery to their needs supported by the
partnership work with PlayInNewcastle. For example, next to supporting children & young
people by creating a safe and relaxed Learning Hub and training up young volunteers, we
were also able to cover other aspects of health & wellbeing with the Kids Can Cook club
and the half-term & Easter term outdoor activities.
“The impact it had on local residents was they felt more engaged, more equipped and
more empowered in their local community and therefore felt more part of the community
but also more in control of their lives. For example, some of our volunteers successfully
found jobs or training in their chosen field. Parents had a better quality of life and were
able to focus more on job application, training or able to do extra hours of work. The
children and young people felt they were more confident in learning, were doing better at
school and felt they were more in control of their behaviour. The youth street outreach in
Throckley particular, led to less disturbances on the street and some of the young people
going back to education or taking up apprenticeships.”

October 2019
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6.3 Improving health and wellbeing
14 projects

£339,083 in
funding

8,294
beneficiaries

Organisation

Project name Project Description

Children North
East

DARE
Support vulnerable
Programme in parents, children and
Newcastle
young people who
have experienced
domestic abuse.

7,087
Newcastle
residents

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?
“Parents reported they feel
stronger, safer and have
increased confidence and selfesteem. Outcomes and
indicators completed at the
beginning and the end of the
programme have highlighted
positive change.”

Disability North Disability
information,
advice, and
representation
service

To provide free
information, advice,
and representation on
disability issues

“The welfare benefits advisors
have dealt with 795 benefit
related enquiries, 546 being
Newcastle residents. They
have helped 431 disabled
people and their carers, with
265 being Newcastle residents
and 146 of those being new
callers… We raised
£1,138,348.60 in benefit
awards for Newcastle residents
in this period.”

JET Jobs
Education &
Training

Community
Safe Space

An awareness
programme for
migrants to challenge
perceptions and
improve community
life, creating
multicultural
understanding,
tolerance and giving
individuals freedom

“The Community Safe Space
has proved true to its name.
With our awareness sessions in
various places in the
community, we have reached
out to a multitude of people and
supported them. JET have run
a host of awareness sessions
at JET itself and collaboratively
at several venues in the
community.”

Patchwork
Project

Patchwork
Project

Building a fairer,
resilient, more healthy
children and young
people’s community

“Very well attended... lots of
very positive activities and
many young people became

October 2019
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Organisation

Project name Project Description

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?
involved in further
opportunities.”

PROPS North
East

Young Persons Improving the lives of “We work with young people to
Intervention
young people affected develop coping mechanisms,
Worker
by the misuse of
build resilience and foster
alcohol and other
achievement. In doing so we
drugs by another
encourage positive self-image
family member
and self-worth which is in
counterbalance to the views
that they often hold of
themselves.”

Rape Crisis
Specialist
Tyneside and
Practical and
Northumberland Emotional
Support for
Survivors of
Sexual
Violence

Specialist Practical
“Clients have reported that they
and Emotional Support have started or reengaged with
for Survivors of Sexual hobbies, training, volunteering
Violence
and/or employment. They
experienced improved
relationships with family and
friends; felt less isolated and
more capable of managing their
lives. Many clients who
identified financial concerns at
the beginning of support stated
that they felt they were now
more financially stable.”

Rape Crisis
Group support
Tyneside and
women
Northumberland marginalised
by sexual
violence

Group support to
women survivors of
sexual violence from
marginalised groups

“Being able to speak freely
about what happened to them
and being supported by others,
made the women feel
accepted, validated and
connected to others again.”

Shelter
Provision of housing,
Foodbank
welfare benefits, and
Advice Project financial capability
advice in community
foodbanks in
Newcastle

“When clients were initially
asked about their financial
capability 81% stated they had
none or very little capability. At
the point of closure when the
question was asked again only
18.5% said they had none or
very little financial capability
and this tended to be clients
whose financial situation could
not be made better.”

Shelter

October 2019
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Organisation

Project name Project Description

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?

Skimstone Arts Young Artists
Collective

Empowering
“All the young people involved
marginalised and
are developing varying skills
vulnerable young
from general team work and
people to achieve their
communication to Stage
potential
Management, Risk
through professional
Assessment, design of
artistic practice, peer
promotional material and
mentoring, and
project management. This
leadership
along with increased
development
confidence means that people
are more prepared for a
working life. My highlight of this
quarter has been meeting new
people and building
connections; it has really made
me smile and feel like we are
making a difference in people’s
lives.”

St Anthony's
Youth
Education and
Support

Building emotional
resilience and
community
connections

“Encouraging parents and
carers to leave their worries
and anxiety at home and
embrace the days out was our
overall aim. Other outcomes
such as laughing, making good
memories with their
grand/children that they both
can reflect back on, talking to
other adults, smelling different
smells, feeling stressed but
over-coming the anxiety to try
something new, were all
achieved from the days out.”

A detached youth
project that engages
with socially excluded,
disaffected and
vulnerable young
people in order to
achieve positive
outcomes

“The Streetwise youth work
team continued to go out onto
the streets of Newcastle City
Centre in all weathers
delivering detached work with
an aim of reducing young
people’s anxiety, stress and
risk-taking behaviour.”

Choosing
Changes

Streetwise
City Centre
Young People's Detached
Project
Youth Work

October 2019
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Organisation

Project name Project Description

How is this project helping
Newcastle residents?

Streetwise
Emotional
Streetwise Emotional
Young People's Wellbeing and Wellbeing and Mental
Project
Counselling
Health Service
Support.
(Counselling) for
Young
People 11 - 25 years

“Young people present with a
range of poor wellbeing
indicators. including anxiety,
panic attacks, depression and
low mood. Underlying issues
include, trauma, bullying, family
issues and abuse. At
assessment we offer young
people brief interventions and
self-help resources (including
mobile apps and online
resources). Young people often
feel their wellbeing improves
immediately, after simply telling
someone about their difficulties
and can feel more in control by
using guided self-help
activities.”

Tyneside
Wellbeing for
Women's Health Women

Helping women to
improve their mental
health and emotional
wellbeing

“Of women completing our
outcome monitoring proforma in
the reporting period, 100% of
attendees stated they feel less
isolated; 83% feel more able to
manage their mental health
symptoms.”

West End
Life on Hold
Refugee Service

To prevent and
“[In January-March 2019],
alleviate destitution
WERS completed 90
experienced by asylum evaluations with Life on Hold
seekers and refugees clients. 89 of these 90 said they
were very pleased with the
advice that they had received.”
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Case Study: Denton Youth & Community Project’s Strengthening Community
Participation
“The NFR8 funding received in 2018/19 was vital as it played a valuable part in the

organisation fending off closure. It also acted as a valuable lever in the securing of further
Match Funding to ensure the organisation was able to continue to deliver to the many
local residents that rely on our services.
“In that period we worked with 482 registered individuals of who 238 were new to the
organisation and 70 more than in the previous twelve-month period. We delivered 377
sessions that generated 3,253 contacts. Some of the highlights were the 11 parents who
took part in a Paediatric First Aid course and received a nationally recognised
qualification. 11 young people aged between 6-11 received certification following
successful completion of a Community First Aid course and a further 10 young people of
a similar age all completed a Food Safety and Hygiene award.
“40 elderly residents benefitted from attending two Intergenerational events planned and
delivered by a group of young volunteers who themed the events, prepared and served
food and arranged various activities and entertainment for all.
“All of this is in addition to our usual weekly programme of parent and toddler sessions,
after school group, open access play and youth provision, single gender group-work
sessions and our Lunch club and dance sessions for the elderly that run for 50 weeks of
the year.”
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Appendix 1: Newcastle Fund 2018-19 grant
recipients
Ref

Organisation

Project Name

NFR8\100082

West End Refugee Service

Life on Hold

18/19
funding
£45,000

NFR71\100304 Children North East

DARE Programme in Newcastle

NFR8\100037

Search

Older and Better together

NFR8\100147

Groundwork South Tyneside and
Newcastle

Byker Old Town Project

Streetwise Young People's Project

Emotional Wellbeing and
Counselling Support.

£37,490

Disability information, advice, and
representation service

£37,229

Building resilience for children and
young people in Newcastle

£37,012

NFR8\100168
NFR8\100016
NFR8\100060
NFR8\100199
NFR8\100121

Disability North
YoungMinds

Success4ll and PlayInNewcastle
partnership delivery of afterschool and holiday sessions for
children, youth and families in 8
areas

NFR8\100197

Newcastle Law Centre

Access to Justice

NFR8\100134

RHWE Ltd

Newcastle Enterprise Club

NFR8\100183

Newcastle UXL

Pathways to Apprenticeships

NFR8\100028

Shelter

Shelter Foodbank Advice Project

NF2015\100077 Time Exchange
NFR8\100152
NFR8\100156

Riverside Community Health Project
Children North East

£37,001

£36,891
£34,000
£28,673
£27,779
£27,482

Community time bank and drop-in
centre

£27,414

Neighbourhood Community
Cohesion Project

£26,376

WHOOPS! Home and Community
Safety Volunteer Project

£25,784

NF2015\100085 Deaflink North East

Deaflink Connects

NFR8\100111

Streetwise Young People's Project

City Centre Detached Youth Work

NFR8\100029

Caring Hands Charity

Better Daily Living, Wellbeing,
Advice and Advocacy

October 2019

£40,500
£37,500

Blakelaw Ward Community Partnership Realising the Potential of our
Community’s Assets
Success4All cio

£42,685

£25,298
£24,836
£24,000
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Ref

Organisation

Project Name

NFR71\100168 Opening Doors Newcastle-Gateshead Community Assets – The Next
CIC
Generation.
NFR8\100216

Newcastle United Foundation

NF2015\100168 PROPS North East

NE1 Works
Young Persons Intervention
Worker

18/19
funding
£22,181
£22,077
£21,925

NFR8\100050

Patchwork Project

Patchwork Project

NFR8\100138

Beacon Hill Arts CIC

Viewfinder Plus

NFR8\100126

Children North East

CAN (Confident Adults Newcastle)

£19,396

NF2015\100151 Rape Crisis Tyneside and
Northumberland

Group support women
marginalised by sexual violence

£19,098

NFR8\100021

Better Days

Better Days

NFR8\100095

Tyneside Women's Health

Wellbeing for Women

NFR8\100182

Rape Crisis Tyneside and
Northumberland

Specialist Practical and Emotional
Support for Survivors of Sexual
Violence

£18,250

Community Connections
Volunteering Project

£17,933

Peer-led Food Clubs working with
people in recovery from addiction

£17,093

Strengthening community
participation

£15,000

NFR8\100049

St Martin's Centre Partnership

NF2015\100088 Food Nation
NFR8\100058
NFR8\100075
NFR8\100221

Denton Youth & Community Project
Ltd.

Newcastle and Gateshead Arts Studio Chilli Studios
Ltd (known as Chilli Studios)
JET Jobs Education & Training

Mentoring and Work placement
Programme for Migrants

NFR8\100144

Skimstone Arts

Young Artists Collective

NFR8\100141

St Anthony's Youth Education and
Support

Choosing Changes

NFR8\100188

JET Jobs Education & Training

Community Safe Space

NFR8\100175

Throckley Community Hall Limited

Active Throckley Together

October 2019

£20,625
£20,000

£18,716
£18,276

£14,216
£12,000
£10,800
£8,918
£6,469
£3,983
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